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However, some statistics that poses a disadvantage to those considering cosmetic surgery. Cosmetic is a type
of ornamental surgery which helps patients to reform and rebuild part or demonstrative of their body in order
to embellish their appearance and be beautiful. The role of advertising is very immense in ensuring the growth
of cosmetic surgery industry. Surviving statues of Justinian bear scars around the nose and forehead, a
testament to the surgery he underwent. Many people may have physical defects that were done by an accident
or bad case of acne as a teenager. There are many reasons why people get plastic surgery, however, our
society is the first to judge an individual for getting a procedure done. But is cosmetic surgery the answer to a
person with low self esteem. Doing the necessary homework is crucial to you finding a great surgeon and
could mean life or death. Were you the girl that would stuff your bra with tissues or something that made your
breast were fuller. Safety In general, cosmetic surgery procedures are safe. Patients have low self-esteem. Due
to this influence, it has become accepted and indeed prevalent in the society today. They really did help me
graduate college.. Canada: Jones and Bartlett Publishers,Inc,  There are some health conditions that you will
probably exclude you from being a candidate for cosmetic surgery, including lung disease, hypertension,
diabetes, arthritis and malnourishment. Costs One of the disadvantages of cosmetic surgery is the cost.
Reconstructing the nose in India Just about thousand years later, a Hindu doctor, Susruta, working in northern
India close to the modern day city of Varanasi, completed the next step in the progress of plastic surgery, with
the introduction of rhinoplasty2. If the outcome can do more damage than good, it probably is not a wise
decision. But these facts corroborate towards the scenario of growth rate of cosmetic surgery industry in the
UK. She struggles with the thought of lacking the perfect body and delicate features in order to be considered
attractive. In a world where people are judged by their physical appearance, it is common for teenagers to be
uncomfortable with their bodies. Today a real addiction to plastic surgery might be threatening our world. This
search had started Centuries ago not only in the twenty first century but it had developed now due to the
influence of the media on people specially women and teenagers. Ahead the reason behind the growth is that
so many parties associated with this industry work together and markets it in a well organized manner. As not
many people could meet the standard of beauty, cosmetic surgery is the fastest way to obtain a perfect body
and is generally accepted by the public nowadays. On the other hand, if they gain weight after going under a
liposuction procedure the chances of risk is going to increase. As the graph shows the top plastic surgeries that
been done in year look at figure 1 : As you can see that the most common cosmetic surgery is Breast
Augmentation, subsequently, Lipoplasty, Blepharoplasty, Rhinoplasty and lastly Abdominoplasty. Among
these views are, for example, Diana Zuckerman, president of the National Research Center for Women and
Families, whom are mentioned in both texts. There are numerous sources sharing statistics on plastic surgery,
and surgery. Overall, it could be said that by keeping in view the social environment the market of cosmetic
surgery industry is about to grow in near future. Also included are suturing techniques, which allowed huge
lacerations to heal with minimum mark. Become a Freelance Writers Place an Order Technological
advancements are also taking place within the industry and it has also improved the quality of treatment. The
medical professionals can definitely work as consultant with nominal legal formalities and responsibilities.
Become a Freelance Writers Place an Order The cosmetic surgery culture suggests that in every ten girls, most
probably into the teenage, one girl have undergone through the cosmetic surgery process. Also, the teen might
complain of back pain which could be potentially alleviated by the surgery. Examples of bad cosmetic
surgeries: Advantages Feeling good about your self The great thing about plastic surgery is that the benefits
are not only physical it also emotional, so it help the patient external plus internal. People are and have always
concern about their body image and the perspective that other could have about it. Today many people are
getting plastic surgery to improve their appearance because they believe in their minds that something is
wrong with them base on what our sociality standard are. For example, what are the important events in ,


